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~Erica Goodstone, PhD, Healing Through Love
Mentor DrEricaGoodstone.com

Drive to Thrive
How to harness the power of proven success strategies
to develop your own entrepreneurial
business in the healing arts.

Business Witchcraft
How this prior "Welfare Mom" rose to global success as
an industry leader by training and certifying sex experts
worldwide—using metaphysics, positive intentions, and
a little magic for how to make it in today’s competitive
online sphere.

Road To Wellness
Strategic steps for helping clients discover sexual
wellness for themselves—from good old mainstream
folks, to LBGTQ+, kinksters, spiritual seekers and
everyone in between.

The Path to Sexual Wellness Made Easy

Dr. Patti has over 40 years of expertise to share with your audience, if they are professionals looking
to learn the keys for helping their own clients/patients/ students find solutions to their sexual
roadblocks. Plus this entrepreneurial wizard shares insights on how to create a thriving private
practice—one that is anchored on a commitment to service, a true spirit of generosity, and a drive to
manifest social change for a sexually healthy world.
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The Path to Sexual Wellness Made Easy

Have you ever wanted to help your audience get a taste of what life would be like with "sexual wellness"
as their new normal? Well, we’ve got the answer for you! A world renowned sex guru who happens to
be the pioneer of the new profession of sex coaching, an author, speaker, tv expert, and sassy Boomer
with her own podcast and cred up the wazoo. Meet the one-and-only Dr. Patti! Dr. Patti has over 40
years of experiences reaching people just like your audience, with tips for consumers on a variety of
topics:

Flow Formula
5 elements of the sexual self—and how to find the
pathway to get your sex life in flow,
harmony, and bliss.

Jump It:
The 21 most common roadblocks that males, females,
and couples face—and techniques for how to jump over
them quickly, with positive results.

Boomalicious Life
Hot tips from a sassy Boomer on how to ace your erotic
and sexual juiciness and manage to find love, passion,
pleasure, and self-fulfillment at any age.

" Dr. Patti ties together science, emotional" Dr. Patti ties together science, emotional
intelligence, intuition & spirituality."intelligence, intuition & spirituality."

~Chelsea, client from USA
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